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Entanglement in the graph-state formalism
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Abstract. We investigate the decoherence dynamics of a class of multi-particle
entangled states - graph states - when subjected to individual noise processes. Recent
analytical results for Pauli noise channels are summarized here. The power of this
technique is demonstrated by making numerical calculations of entanglement for a
relatively large system, which would be extremely tedious by brute force techniques
alone. The results are numerically extended to linear graph states subjected to the
generalized amplitude damping noise channel, which is an important case of a non-pauli
noise channel. For small system sizes of linear graph states, the exact entanglement
together with the lower and upper bounds are plotted. It is shown that in the limit of
an infinite heat bath all these bounds coincide to give the exact entanglement decay.

1. Introduction

Graph states [1] are an important instance of multiparticle entangled states with broad

reaching applications in quantum information e.g. in measurement-based quantum

computation [2, 3], quantum error correction [4] and secure quantum communication [5].

It is crucial to understand the dynamics of their entanglement in realistic scenarios,

where the system unavoidably decoheres due to experimental errors or interaction with

its environment. The full dynamical evolution of entanglement must be studied to

draw conclusions on its robustness (or fragility). The present work provides a general

framework for the study of entanglement evolution of graph states under decoherence

for Pauli noise channels as well as an important instance of a non-pauli noise channel,

the generalized amplitude damping.

This work is classified into four broad sections. The first summarizes the concept of

entanglement and graph states in brief and includes a description of decoherence models

with particular emphasis on the distinction between Pauli and non-pauli channels as

regards graph states.

The second section encapsulates the analytical results for entanglement decay as

worked out in [6]. This lays the foundation to further work presented in this report.

In addition, the speed-up offered by this technique is explicitly demonstrated with

numerical calculations for cluster state of 9 particles, for which brute force calculations

would be extremely resource consuming and heavy.
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Section three of this paper touches upon decoherence dynamics of graph states

subjected to the (simple) amplitude damping and generalized amplitude damping noise

channels. The Kraus operators for these maps do not possess a Pauli decomposition,

except in the limiting case of infinite temperature. For small systems, the exact

entanglement together with the lower and upper bounds on entanglement are plotted.

The lower bounds are sought to be made better with information gain from (orthogonal)

measurements. It is explicitly shown that the optimal basis for making measurements

to get the best lower bound changes with time (as one would expect).

Finally, in section IV, I summarize the results and suggest future directions of work.

2. Part I: The Fundamentals

2.1. Entanglement

The concept of entanglement has played an important role in the development of

quantum mechanics. First identified in the famous paper by Einstein et al [7],

entanglement was generally perceived as the qualitative distinguishing feature of

quantum physics as compared with classical physics. However, work by J.S.Bell [8]

quantified this distinction and raised entanglement to the realm of an experimentally

verifiable quantity. More recently, it is sought to be used as a new physical resource

with applications such as quantum dense coding, teleportation, among others [9].

A definition of entanglement in operational terms may be the most useful one for

the purposes of this report. Entanglement is precisely the quantum correlations between

distantly separated multi-party quantum states. The distinction between quantum and

classical correlations can be made in terms of the Local Operations and Classical

Communication (LOCC) paradigm. If we imagine two particles located at distinct

space-like separated points then the classical correlations between them can be defined

as those that can be generated by LOCC operations alone. If we observe the system

and find correlations that cannot be simulated through LOCC (violation of a Bell’s

inequality, for instance), then those can be attributed to quantum effects and hence

termed quantum correlations.

To conclude the discussion, we generally restrict our set of available operations to

LOCC. This could be considered a natural choice as our system could consist of particles

in widely separated laboratories. Since LOCC operations are incapable of generating

entanglement, the same is considered an inherent property of the system.

2.2. Graph States

First suggested in [10], graph states are represented by mathematical graphs with the

vertices of the graph occupied by spin 1/2 particles and the edges representing the (Ising)

interactions between the vertices. In this sense, any graph state can be represented by

a set of vertices and edges, {V , E}. Here, we consider simple graphs containing neither

loops nor multiple edges. Hence, the adjacency graph associated with this state is an
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N ×N symmetric matrix, N being the number of qubits in the system (or equivalently,

the number of vertices in the associated graph).

To mathematically formalize the above [11], starting from the state |+〉V :=⊗
k∈V |+〉(k), where |+〉 = (1/

√
2)(|0〉+ |1〉) denotes the eigenstate of σx with eigenvalue

+1, the graph state |G〉 is obtained by applying a sequence of Ising type interactions

Ukl ≡ e−i(π/4)(1(k)−σ
(k)
z )⊗(1(l)−σ

(l)
z ) (1)

according to the interaction pattern specified by the graph. i.e.,

|G〉 =
∏

{k,l}∈E
Ukl |+〉V (2)

We make the important note that the action of the above unitary operator is equivalent

to that of the controlled-Z gate, CZkl = 1
2
(1(k)⊗1(l)+1(k)⊗σ

(l)
z +σ

(k)
z ⊗1(l)−σ

(k)
z ⊗σ

(l)
z ).

Alternatively graph states can be specified in terms of their stabilizer: For this let

Nk = {l ∈ V | {k, l} ∈ E} denote the set of neighbours of k. Then the graph state |G〉
is the unique state in (C2)⊗V , that is the common eigenstate to the set of independent

commuting observables:

KG
k ≡ σ(k)

x

∏

l∈Nk

σ(l)
z , (3)

where the eigenvalues of all k ∈ V are 1.

2.3. Decoherence Models

A perfectly isolated quantum system is an idealized concept since physical systems

always interact with their environment leading to a loss of coherence (called decoherence)

in the system. Decoherence is thus an inevitable process and causes quantum systems

to ”spontaneously” lose their quantum nature. In other words, entanglement of the

system decays over time. Depending on the type of interaction with the environment,

different noise models can be studied.

Considering a single two-level system coupled to a thermal reservoir‡, the evolution

is described by a quantum optical master equation of the Lindblad form

∂

∂t
ρ = −i[H, ρ] + Lρ, (4)

where H describes the coherent evolution while incoherent processes are described by

the superoperator L. We have

Lρ = − B

2
(1− s)[σ+σ−ρ + ρσ+σ− − 2σ−ρσ+]− B

2
s[σ−σ+ρ + ρσ−σ+

− 2σ+ρσ−]− 2C −B

8
[2ρ− 2σzρσz], (5)

‡ In this report, we assume that the noise is individual, meaning that each particle of a multi-party
graph state interacts separately with the reservoir. This assumption is justified if the particles are in
separated laboratories, for instance.
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with σ± ≡ 1/2(σx ± iσy) and 2C ≥ B. While parameters B, C give the decay rate

of inversion and polarization, s ∈ [0, 1] depends on the temperature T of the bath.

Equivalently, one can describe the resulting completely positive map (CPM) Et with

ρ(t) ≡ Etρ as follows:

Etρ =
3∑

j=0

λj(t)σjρσj + µ(t)[σzρ1 + 1ρσz − iσxρσy + iσyρσx] (6)

with λ0(t) = 1
4
(1+2e−Ct+e−Bt), λ1(t) = λ2(t) = 1

4
(1−e−Bt), λ3(t) = 1

4
(1−2e−Ct+e−Bt),

µ(t) = 2s−1
4

(1 − e−Bt). For a system consisting of N particles, we are interested in the

effect of decoherence on the entanglement properties of this system. As stated before,

the noise is considered individual. The initial pure state evolves into a mixed state given

by,

ρ(t) ≡ E1E2 . . . EN |Ψ〉〈Ψ|. (7)

3. Section II: Analytical results for Pauli Noise

I will summarize the results from [6], which form the basis of my work. Recalling that

a graph state is the simultaneous eigenvector – of eigenvalue 1 – of the N generators of

the stabilizer group, that is, of the N operators each of which consists of one X acting

on each single qubit and Z’s on all its neighboring ones [1]. Therefore, the application

of an X or Y operator on a qubit k of a graph state is equivalent to the application of

Z operators on all neighboring qubits of k, or on all of its neighboring qubits and on k

itself, respectively. The action of any Pauli map Λ (which is separable since the noise

is individual) on a graph state is thus equivalent to that of another separable map, Λ̃,

whose modified Kraus operators K̃µ are obtained from Kµ replacing in the latter each

X and Y operators by tensor products of Z and identity operators according to the rule

just described [12]. Thus we need to consider how a general combination of Z operators

acts on a graph state. We use the multi-index µ̃ = (µ1, ..., µN), with µi = {0, 1}, to

denote such a combination through Zµ1 ⊗Zµ2 ⊗ ...⊗ZµN . The action of such operator

on a graph state |G(V,E)0
〉 generates another graph state |G(V,E)µ̃

〉, orthogonal to the

former one [1, 11]. These considerations imply that ρt can be expressed as

ρt = Λ(|G(V,E)0
〉) = Λ̃(|G(V,E)0

〉)
=

∑
µ̃

p̃µ̃|G(V,E)µ̃
〉〈G(V,E)µ̃

|. (8)

All possible 2N graph states |G(V,E)µ̃
〉 associated to the graph G(V,E) form a complete

orthonormal basis of the N -qubit Hilbert space. State (8) is a graph-diagonal state.

Calculating the exact entanglement in any partition of the such state is in general

a problem that involves an optimization over the entire parameter space of ρt. In

what follows we will show that it is possible to greatly reduce the complexity of this

optimization problem.
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Consider any partition of the state ρt. We now factor out explicitly all the CZ

gates but those corresponding to the boundary-crossing edges and write the state as

ρt =
⊗

{i,j}∈E/X
CZij

∑

γ,δ

p̃γ,δ|G(Y,X )γ
〉〈G(Y,X )γ

|

⊗ |g(V/Y)δ
〉〈g(V/Y)δ

|
⊗

{k,l}∈E/X
CZkl, (9)

Here we have grouped together all indices inside µ̃ into two new multiple indices, γ

and δ. Multiple index γ accounts for all possible graph states |G(Y,X )γ
〉 generated by

applying tensor products of Z and identity operators to the graph state |G(Y,X )0
〉 ≡⊗

{i,j}∈X CZij ⊗ |g(Y)0
〉, associated to the boundary graph G(Y,X ) = {Y ,X}, with

|g(Y)0
〉 ≡ ⊗

i∈Y |+i〉. Multiple index δ on the other hand accounts for all states |g(V/Y)δ
〉

generated from Z or identity operators on the state |g(V/Y)0
〉 ≡ ⊗

i∈V/Y |+i〉 of the

non-boundary qubits V/Y . Probability p̃γ,δ is defined as the sum of all pµ such that

K̃µ|G(Y,X )0
〉⊗ |g(V/Y)0

〉 = |G(Y,X )γ
〉⊗ |g(V/Y)δ

〉. Because the CZ gates explicitly factored

out in state (9) are local unitary operations with respect to the partition of interest, the

entanglement of ρt, E(ρt), reads

E(
∑

γ,δ

p̃γ,δ|G(Y,X )γ
〉〈G(Y,X )γ

| ⊗ |g(V/Y)δ
〉〈g(V/Y)δ

|). (10)

where E is any convex entanglement quantifier not increasing under LOCC. In what

follows, we first establish a lower and upper bound to this expression and then show that

these bounds coincide, obtaining the exact expression of the graph-state entanglement

evolution.

First, consider an LOCC protocol consisting of measuring all the non-boundary

qubits V/Y of the state within brackets in Eq. (10) in the product basis composed

by all orthonormal states {|g(V/Y)δ
〉} and tracing out the measured subsystem after

communicating the outcomes. The remaining subsystem Y is flagged by each

measurement outcome δ – meaning that outcome δ provides full information about

which state Y the system has been projected to after each measurement run. The final

entanglement after the entire protocol is then given by the average entanglement over

all measurement runs. Since E is non-increasing under LOCC, E(ρt) must satisfy

E(ρt) ≥
∑

δ

p̃δE
( ∑

γ

p̃(γ|δ)|G(Y,X )γ
〉〈G(Y,X )γ

|
)
, (11)

where p̃δ ≡
∑

γ p̃γ,δ is the total probability of occurrence of an event δ and p̃(γ|δ) is the

conditional probability of an event γ given that event δ has happened.

On the other hand, convexity of E implies that E(ρt), as given by (10),

must necessarily be smaller or equal to
∑

δ p̃δE
( ∑

γ p̃(γ|δ)|G(Y,X )γ
〉〈G(Y,X )γ

| ⊗
|g(V/Y)δ

〉〈g(V/Y)δ
|
)
, which, since locally added ancillary systems do not change the

entanglement, is in turn equal to the right-hand side of (11). This means that the

right-hand side of Eq. (11) provides at the same time an upper and a lower bound to
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Figure 1. Negativity vs p for the A:BCDEFGH partition of a 9 qubit square cluster
state.

E(ρt) and therefore yields its exact value, i.e. :

E(ρt) =
∑

δ

p̃δE
( ∑

γ

p̃(γ|δ)|G(Y,X )γ
〉〈G(Y,X )γ

|
)
. (12)

A comment on the implications of this exact result on the computational-cost

is now in place. The calculation of the entanglement of systems composed by N =

NY + NV/Y qubits (being NY and NV/Y the number of boundary and non-boundary

qubits respectively) is a problem that, in general, involves an optimization over O(22N)

real parameters. Through Eq. (12) such calculation is reduced to that of the average

entanglement over a sample of 2NV/Y states (one for each measurement outcome δ) of

NY qubits, which involves at most 2NV/Y optimizations over O(22NY ) real parameters.

Thus the present method provides an exponential decrease in the computational power

needed to calculate E(ρt), since only the boundary qubits appear in the computation

of Eq. (12).

It is important to explicitly note the assumptions under which the above machinery

comes into force, (i) For any graph or graph-diagonal states and (ii) A convex (bi- or

multi-partite) entanglement quantifier that does not increase under local operations and

classical communication (LOCC). These assumptions are quite natural and are satisfied

in the vast majority of cases.

To illustrate the power of this method, I have plotted the entanglement§ of the

partition A:BCDEFGH for a nine qubit cluster state in fig. (1).

I would like to conclude this section by pointing out that the ”brute force”

calculation of fig. (1) requires solving a polynomial of degree 29 = 512 while the method

employed here requires solving only degree 23 = 8 polynomials!

§ ”Negativity” is the chosen (bipartite) measure of entanglement, since it easily computable and
satisfies the conditions stated above.
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4. Section III: A non-pauli map: Generalized Amplitude Damping

The Generalized Amplitude Damping noise channel is given by the Kraus operators,

Z[1] =
√

α(|0〉〈0|+
√

1− p|1〉〈1|)
Z[2] =

√
α(|0〉〈1|√p

Z[3] =
√

1− α(|0〉〈0|
√

1− p + |1〉〈1|)
Z[4] =

√
1− α(|1〉〈0|√p (13)

where α = (ñ + 1)/(2ñ + 1) implicitly includes temperature dependence since ñ is the

average excitation of the bath modes (note that the environment is a thermal bath).

The problem with non-pauli maps arises in factoring out the CZs in (9). In Section

II, the crucial point was that the modified Kraus operators after factoring were also

separable and commuted with the CZ operators.

We can now make the useful observations about (13) that Z[1] and Z[3] commute

with the CZ operator while Z[2, 4]⊗ 1.CZ = CZ.Z[2, 4]⊗ σz.

These observations allow us to perform the factorization as in eqn. (9) and while

doing so, modifying the Kraus operators using the observations above. The price we pay,

however, is that the flags, |g(V/Y)δ
〉 are not orthogonal in this case. Although, we can

obtain the lower and upper bounds with the same physical operations as before, they

will not coincide to give us the exact entanglement, in general.

It the following it is useful to contrast results for α = 1, corresponding to a simple

amplitude damping channel at temperature T = 0 and at α = 0.5, corresponding to

a balanced generalized amplitude damping channel at the large T limit where all the

Kraus operators (13) appear with equal weights.

Fig. (2), (for a 4 qubit linear chain and α = 1), for entanglement in the A:BCD

partition shows the exact entanglement, the Least Lower Bound (LLB) after tracing out

the flags, the Upper Bound (UB) obtained from convexity and the Lower Bound from

Measurement (MLB+-) obtained by measuring each of the flags locally in the |+〉, |−〉
basis and the MLB01 by measuring each of the flags locally in the |0〉, |1〉 basis. All are

plotted w.r.t. the probability p.

We immediately see that the MLB+- appears to approximate the exact

entanglement quite well while MLB01 does almost no better than the LLB. The reason is

that the initial state of the flags are |+〉 and |−〉 and they decay towards |0〉, |1〉 as p → 1.

In fact, at large p, the MLB01 crosses and becomes larger than MLB+-. Considering

only orthogonal measurements, we can look for the optimal basis that gives us the largest

MLB. Using a parameter a, we construct an orthogonal basis |a+〉 =
√

a|0〉+√1− a2|1〉
and |a−〉 = −√1− a2|0〉 +

√
a|1〉 for each of the flags. Fig. (3) contains plots of the

Lower Bound with measurements in the new basis (MLB-optimal) w.r.t the parameter

a for different fixed values of p. The sparsely dotted horizontal lines are the values of

the exact entanglement at the corresponding values of p.

Clearly values around a = 1√
2

(which corresponds to the |+〉, |−〉 basis) give the

closest approximation to the exact entanglement, thus quantifying our earlier contention.
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Figure 2. Negativity vs p for the A:BCD partition of a 4 qubit linear cluster state
subjected to the Amplitude Damping Channel (α = 1) with the LLB (lower one,
purple), MLB01 (upper one, purple), MLB+- (green), exact entanglement (blue), and
UB (brown).
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Figure 3. MLB-optimal (vs the parameter a) in the partition A:BCD for a 4 qubit
linear cluster state with Amp. Damping noise, α = 1 for fixed values of p = 0.01, 0.1,
0.3, 0.5 and 0.7. Horizontal lines represent exact negativity at respective values of p.
Vertical line at a = 1√

2
.

It must be noted that the closest approximation does not equal the exact entanglement.

The generalized amplitude damping channel with α = 0.5 consists of Kraus

operators (13) appearing with equal weights. Moreover, α = 0.5 corresponds to the

high temperature limit. In fig. (4) , we see for the entanglement in the partition

A:BCD of a 4 qubit linear cluster state that the MLB+- corresponds with the exact

entanglement whereas MLB01 corresponds exactly to the LLB. (Hence, only three lines

are seen in fig. (13) although 5 graphs are plotted)

This curious artifact occurs since for α = 0.5 (in fact, only at α = 0.5) the Kraus

operators (13) can be replaced with Pauli operators giving the same resultant state.

Hence, the entire machinery of Section II can be evoked. In this case, the bounds must
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Figure 4. Negativity vs p for the A:BCD partition of a 4 qubit linear cluster
state subjected to the Generalized Amplitude Damping Channel (α = 0.5) with the
LLB (purple), MLB01 (purple), MLB+- (green), exact entanglement (green) and UB
(brown).
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Figure 5. MLB-optimal (vs the parameter a) in the partition A:BCD for a 4 qubit
linear cluster state with Gen. Amp. Damping, α = 0.5 for fixed values of p = 0.01,
0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7. Horizontal lines represent exact negativity at respective values of
p. Vertical line at a = 1√

2
.

necessarily coincide.

One might then expect even the UB to coincide with the exact entanglement. And

indeed, this occurs if we use the equivalent Pauli decomposition of the map and calculate

UB by convexity. However, in the present case, the UB has been calculated using the

original Generalized Amplitude Damping channel decomposition which is explicitly non-

pauli. Hence, convexity gives a particular UB, but not the tightest possible UB.

The plot in fig. (5) is illustrative. One sees quantitatively that for exactly a = 1√
2
,

the optimal basis gives the exact entanglement.

Moreover, one can also immediately observe that the range of basis choices that

gives a higher-than-LLB lower bound on entanglement tends to be restricted to a sharply
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bounded region around the most optimal value of a = 1√
2

especially for lower values of

p. In contrast, for the simple amplitude damping channel, the choice of basis showed a

more gradual improvement.

5. Section IV: Summary and Conclusions

We have studied the entanglement properties of graph states and its decay under

application of noisy channels. The analytical results for Pauli channels were numerically

implemented for a system of 9 qubits. We further investigated the generalized amplitude

damping channel, which is an important example of a non-pauli map. We have shown

that measurements can yield information that can be used to do better than the least

lower bound (obtained by tracing out flags without measurements). Moreover, optimal

measurement bases have been identified. It is shown that the optimal basis changes with

time for the simple amplitude damping channel whereas for the generalized amplitude

damping channel with α = 0.5, the optimal basis remains fixed. It is argued that the

reason is that the map has a Pauli decomposition in this case.
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